Q6 Add Coms

Response ID Are there any existing public open
spaces that are not well used and
could be used for development? If
so, which ones and what type of
development would be appropriate?
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51
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69
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74
76
83

No, I feel Iver & Iver Heath are good as
they are
None that I am aware of. Maybe near
the Iver Trading Estate
Evreham - turn it back into a school.
Not that I am aware of
If necessary the land referred to in
Question 5.
Yes entrance to the Parkway on the
412, Iver Heath. Too narrow, open
space. See site map attached.
Not aware of any
Prefer to protect, Use industrial areas
for development. By station?
Really any free space should be kept
as much as possible.
No development on PUBLIC open
spaces
Look for spaces where there is derelict
factories before encroaching on the
green belt.
Iver Recreation Ground: Play
equipment, add tea rooms, update
toilets. Make it a place people travel to
and stay for longer.
The field adjacent to the motorway at
the rear of housing and general
services with adequate parking space.
none, only brownfield sites can be
redeveloped
The gardens of large size
Yes - field at the back of Iver Junior
School - all weather football pitches,
etc.
Wood Lane, large gardens. Plots of
land could be sold by homeowners.
No. Retain all open spaces and let the
residents know where they are.
Important for people new to village
Part of fields next to the road between
Iver and Richings Park.
If there are such spaces not well used,
they should be cleaned up and keep it.
Put back to countryside.
In Iver open spaces are well used by
all.
We don't need development.
No more development. Too much
traffic already!
We need youth clubs and gyms
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84

100
103

107
119

121
122
123
124
132
134

139

145
147

149

152

153
155

157

The field adjacent to the Church path
between church and Slough Roads for
car park and possibly some housing.
IVER HEATH NEED A COMMUNITY
CENTRE
Any public open space should be kept and if not being used - then to turn into
recreation grounds or something for
nature to develop.
Ridgeway Estate and that area.
The space between St Margarets
Church and the Crooked Billet
Roundabout.
None identified
SWAN MEADOW (?) WHAT IS THAT
SPACE, IT IA JUST A FIELD
No development buildings on public
open spaces.
NO MORE DEVELOPMENT IN THE
IVERS.
No development on Public open
spaces
To walk AROUND the area that is my
home. I SEE the UPKEEP AND FULL
USE OF THE AMEANATIES THAT WE
HAVE.
Land next to the Church in Iver Heath
which I belive is already being
considered.
No idea of general usages eleswhere in
area.
I think all our public open spaces
should be retained. They are all
important in the texture of a community.
BILLET LANE SPORTS FIELD
CHURCH FIELD IVER HEATH
GRAVEL PIT FIELDS PINEWOOD RD
HOUSING FOR LOCAL FAMILIES NOT COMMERCIAL
A6. Swan Meadows has apparently
been ruled out as a possible burial
ground now that the churchyard is full;
it might be worth further investigation to
see if this could be feasible.
NOT IN IVER VILLAGE
The land around Thorney Business
Park for which the owners are
contemplating development into
Richings Park Village North. The land
alongside Thorney Lane South which is
being contemplated for a station car
park.
NONE IN IVER NO BUILDING
SHOULD BE DONE AROUND
RICHINGS PARK
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159

173

186

189

191

194

206
210

214

218
219
225
238

239

By Development you must mean
Building & the recent refurbishment of
the Old Post Office here in Richings
park is a example of good brown field
development.
6. See above. The yards off the high
street (no 12-18) are an eye saw and
should be converted into parking.
as above, but surely the care home
would be providing homes and that
would be classed as housing but on a
smaller foot print
None that come to mind. Development
in the way of housing or car parking is
totally unacceptable
At the northern end of Swan Road
there is a former dairy farm (I believe)
which could be utilised for
development. Access might be an
issue given the closure to the public of
the Coppins area but that shouldn't be
insurmountable.
Iver Heath Fields could be better used
as a public open space for get together
events, such as community parties
There seem to be several unused fields
along Thorney Lane.
I think both of the above, Iver Heath
Rec and the land between the Church
and 5-points roundabout would be
suitable for development also
The former Highways Depot, Uxbridge
Road, Iver Heath. This is polluted and
should be used for housing.
I can only think of open spaces that are
private.
No idea of general usages elsewhere in
the area
Need to protect existing public spaces.
No. Natural land does not need to or
have to be built on. It is there because
that is how it has always been - a
natural habitat and should be
preserved that way for inhabitants,
human or animal and vegetation to
benefit from.
There is a substantial amount of Green
Belt land which does not fully satisfy
the purposes of the Green Belt as
defined in national policy. Much of this
is not accessible to the public and has
no amenity value to existing residents.
Land which fits this description should
be prioritised for development over any
land which is accessible to the public.
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242

251

252
254

256

259
266

269

270

275
276
280

285

289

307

All open spaces, including the
recreation parks and golf courses must
be retained unspoiled. The health and
well being of the populations depends
on our retaining for the future these
areas where residents can enjoy their
leisure time.
The area to the east of Mansion Lane
would seem suitable for a range of
small housing developments. This
needs to be supported by improved
infrastructure.
I have no view on this
None - existing public open spaces
should all be retained as with the
expected influx of people and traffic
arising from expected population
changes and major infrastructure they
will be of even more value and
importance for community well-being
As above Gams field, but not with
added buildings! it would make a really
nice rural garden area for the village
and residents to enjoy
Evreham fields
If there are any then it should allow
parking and the roads capable of taking
the traffic
No. Just because open spaces are not
used for recreation does not mean they
are not valuable. These spaces are
valuable for the reasons given above they preserve the semi-rural nature of
our local area and help to mitigate air
pollution.
No although some of the routes to and
the public spaces are not well
maintained, which can prevent their
use by the public / dog walkers etc.
Only for new roads as by-passes or
replacement roads.
I can't think of any...
I am against any new commercial and
inductrial development. We do not
need any more industy in this area as it
is already highly polluted and
commercial areas such as shops are
already underused
Field between Church Road & Slough
Road. Gams Field project provided
the council don't have to foot the bill for
maintenance.
Iver Heath Rec ground isn't used often
except for unruly teenagers smoking
weed all the time.
I think there could be more within the
Iver recreation grounds ie: tennis
courts/badmintion courts etc
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311
318

324

330

331
334
338

340
358
361

364
367

370

373
374

375
390

some allotments which seem
underused
I would not want to see any
development of land designated Green
Belt
A well maintained cycle and walking
path from the village down Thorney
Lane would be good. Quite often after
rain it is impossible to use, and
dangerously slippery.
Ground near iver station for car
parking. To relieve richings park of
computers parking dangerously
THE FIELD BETWEEN CHURCH
ROAD AND SLOUGH ROAD.
Do not know of any that are not well
used.
Yes the land near Fourell Paddock
should be used to develop homes as
this is wasted space not accessible to
the public.
Fourell paddock as not accessible to
the public
No. Iver cannot cope with further
development.
betweeen Iver village and the railway
line - but must have the right infrusture
put in and not just be housing without
the ability to give Iver High Street some
traffic relief from HGVs
The Court Lane Trading Estate use for
more housing
Not public open spaces. It would seem
sensible to use the land near roads for
development, although the impact on
the traffic and ability for people to move
around would need to be evaluated.
Evreham land appears very poorly
utilised when there are sports facilities
in other areas of The Iver
I would look at it from a different
perspective. Where public spaces are
under-used, we should try to establish
why and then improve facilities/access
in order to encourage greater use. We
should be mindful that, if there is
significant housing development within
the Parish, there will be greater
demands on open spaces. We need to
plan for the future, not the status quo.
Build on Iver Rec, huge open space,
could be used for plenty of housing.
Sites at Thorney Lane and North Park
would be ideal development sites. If the
Wralth Tunnel goes ahead that sterile
land would be ideal.
Everham Centre
Slough!
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393
400

409
435

446

451
453

465

469
471

There are none we just have enough
green areas most are taken by houses
why spoil the village with loads of
houses. Iver is suppose to be a village
not a city.
I BELIEVE ALL OPEN SPACE IS
WELL USED BY LOCALS.
Iver Recreation Ground is not well
used. It could be developed for a
secondary school since there are none
in the Ivers and this would help save
the council some costs associated to
school transport as well removing the
ancient and polluting school buses
from the roads.
Ridgeway estate used for bypass relief
road
Don't develop any of the land. The
infrastructure - in particular, the roads cannot cope and it is causing pollution.
I do not want Iver turned into an
industrial estate or a suburb of Slough.
If you allow any development that is
what will happen.
Q6 Maybe, only maybe, the
recreational ground in Church Rd could
be built on and the facilities moved to
the South Eastern Iver Fields ? ? (see
later idea)
Don't know of any suitable land.
I'm not sure which public open spaces
aren't well used, however, a good
development would be a recreational
park for children or even a general park
for picnics or walking etc.
The land at Richings Sports Park has
been earmarked for a children's
playground and the Richings Park
Residents Association is currently
fundraising to raise money to build it.
There has never been a children's
playground in walking distance to
Richings Park and now that there are a
lot more young families in the area it's
important that this is supported by the
council. Also, the area at the end of
Old Slade Lane could be developed
into open space for public recreation,
dog walkers, bike riders etc. Anything
that benefits young families and brings
the community closer together will be a
good thing
Iver Rec... underused other than by
saturday/sunday league football
No further development is appropriate
in an over crowed area.
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482

486
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504
506

516
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531
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540
547
549

559
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Thorney Park is under utilised. It's a
nice area for wild life and dog
walking/fishing but could be
redeveloped for better use.
Unfortunately, it was developed
previously but quickly became a local
'hot spot' and then fell into disrepair.
Possibly the fields on the left when
driving from Richings Park at Thorney
Lane to Iver? The field before the
canal?
Iver rec ground needs to be updated. It
isn't safe and lacks enough playground
activities
Land in ownership of Bucks County
Council Evreham and land to north of
Evreham as an extension of Martindale
for affordable homes and
None that I am aware of. The point is
that easy options such as 'public open
spaces' should not be the areas
targeted. The current
brown/vacant/poorly used brown land
and developed areas should be put to
better use.
Don't know many but Iver Station Area
could be better used
Land between Church Road and
Slough Road, Iver Heath - plans
submitted for care home (desperately
needed in the area!)
All areas that are now public open
spaces should be kept the same
Iver High Street has unused buildings
which is a shame as looks shabby and
rundown.
Not known to me but this doesn't mean
that they don't exist.
Impossible for me to say but if one man
walks his dog on an open space I'd say
that it was well used
No. All public open spaces must be left
as they are. NO DEVELOPMENT
Evreham School Housing.
The land opposite the old post office in
Richings Park should be used for a car
park which is desperately needed for
station parking.
Land in Thorney Lane, either side - housing NOT industry
Answer All existing public open space
should be retained
Answer Any brownfield sites which
could be redeveloped
Answer I think more spaces have an
intrinsic value and development would
severely affect their locality
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568

Answer Before looking at any open
space issues need to look at road relief
and use of existing transport hubs

570

Answer Not known. All open spaces
are well used by residents
Answer There is a case for the fields
south of Iver having a bypass to relieve
the terrible traffic problems in the
village
Answer Open space on/along Slough
Road in Iver Heath - turn into a park
Answer All existing public open spaces
should be retained for their present
usage or improved

574

575
576

585

field next to Evreham Centre - to be used for secondary school
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